Here you will learn about the languages and cultures of your friends, who represent nearly 40 countries and share their heritage with our inclusive community.

You will approach your studies with a global perspective—not just in courses like economics and world religions, but in statistics, environmental science, and robotics, too. George School students are guided to make connections across disciplines and across cultures, gaining a nuanced understanding of diverse topics and synthesizing divergent viewpoints.

You will learn a second (or third) language through our excellent language program, which promotes appreciation for other cultures while teaching vital communication skills for a multicultural world. We offer four languages, with intensive, IB, AP, and seminar options.

And you will have the opportunity to learn while traveling—and serving—abroad. Taking part in our service learning trips may polish your language skills while broadening your horizons and changing your life.

Want to study global politics with international classmates, learn Chinese, or do service learning in Rwanda? You’ve come to the right place. At George School, we think globally, and you will, too.

Come to George School. Experience the world.